Contributions of elastic fibers, collagen, and extracellular matrix to the multiaxial mechanics of ligament.
Elastin is a biopolymer known to provide resilience to extensible biologic tissues through elastic recoil of its highly crosslinked molecular network. Recent studies have demonstrated that elastic fibers in ligament provide significant resistance to tensile and especially shear stress. We hypothesized that the biomechanics of elastic fibers in ligament could be described as transversely isotropic with both fiber and matrix components in a multi-material mixture. Similarly, we hypothesized that material coefficients derived using the experimental tensile response could be used to predict the experimental shear response. Experimental data for uniaxial and transverse tensile testing of control tissues, and those enzymatically digested to disrupt elastin, were used as inputs to a material coefficient optimization algorithm. An additive decomposition of the strain energy was used to model the total stress as the sum of contributions from collagen fibers, elastic fibers, elastic matrix, and ground substance matrix. Matrices were modeled as isotropic Veronda-Westmann hyperelastic materials, whereas fiber families were modeled as piecewise exponential-linear hyperelastic materials. Optimizations provided excellent fits to the tensile experimental data for each treatment case and material model. Given the disparity in magnitude of stresses between longitudinal and transverse/shear tests and agreement between models and experiments, the hypothesized transversely isotropic material of elastin symmetry was supported. In addition, the coefficients derived from uniaxial and transverse tensile experiments provided reasonable predictions of the experimental behavior during shear deformation. The magnitudes of coefficients representing stress, nonlinearity, and stiffness supported the experimental evidence that elastic fibers dominate the low strain tensile and shear response of ligament. These findings demonstrate that the additive decomposition modeling strategy can represent each discrete fiber and matrix constituent and their relative contribution to the material response of the tissue. These experimental data and the validated constitutive model provide essential inputs and a framework to refine existing computational models of ligament and tendon mechanics by explicitly representing the mechanical contributions of elastic fibers.